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QUESTION 1

You are using Microsoft Test Manager (MTM). You are using the Microsoft Solution Framework (MSF) for Agile
Software Development process template. Your team has all required permissions to run the reports on the SharePoint
project 

portal. 

You need to track the progress on resolving bugs by your team for the past week. 

Which Excel report should you run? 

A. Bug Trends 

B. Bugs by Assignment 

C. Run the Team Trend report. 

D. Bug Progress 

Correct Answer: A 

You can use the Bug Trends report in Office Excel to track the rate at which the team is discovering, resolving, and
closing Bugs. This report shows a moving average of Bugs that the team has discovered and resolved over time.
Example: 

 

QUESTION 2

You plan to conduct a manual test for an ASP.NET website by using Microsoft Test Manager (MTM). You create a test
plan named Calculate_Margin by using Testing Center in MTM. 

You need to link all the test cases that belong to the Calculate_Margin test plan with new requirements that are stored
as work items in Team Foundation Server 2012. 
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What should you do? 

A. In the Links section of the test plan, click Add link to associate the requirements document. 

B. Associate the requirements document with the test plan by name, then add a link by using the area path relevant to
the requirements being tested. 

C. Create the test cases within the test plan by using a Test Suite, then associate the new requirements by adding them
as attachments to the test cases. 

D. Click Add requirements from the Contents menu of the test plan and associate the new requirements. 

Correct Answer: D 

Add an existing requirement to your test plan To add an existing requirement to your test plan 

1.

 Open Microsoft Test Manager. 

2.

 From the Testing Center, click Plan and then click Contents. The Contents pane is displayed. 

3.

 To add a requirement to your test plan, select the location where you want to place it in the test suite hierarchy and
then click Add requirements. The Add existing requirements to this test plan dialog box is displayed. 

4.

 Select any requirements that you want to add to the test plan, and then click Add requirements to this test plan.
Reference: How to: Add Requirements or User Stories to Your Test Plan 

 

QUESTION 3

You are using Microsoft Test Manager (MTM). 

You have a shared steps work item that you want to hide in the Shared Steps Manager. 

You need to ensure that only active shared steps work items are displayed. 

What should you do? 

A. Change the state of the shared steps work item to Closed, then customize the filter of the Shared Steps Manager
view to display shared steps that have the status Active. 

B. Delete the shared steps work item from all test cases where it is used, then delete the shared steps work item from
the Shared Steps Manager. 

C. For the shared steps work item, change the Show in Shared Step Manager setting to Do Not Show. 

D. Change the state of the shared steps work item to Removed. 

Correct Answer: A 
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*

 To change the state of shared steps to closed 

From the Testing Center, choose Organize and then choose Shared Steps Manager. 

The Contents pane is displayed. 

To open the shared steps to change the state, double-click the shared steps that are listed in the Shared Steps
manager pane. Choose State and then choose Closed. 

*

 To hide the closed shared steps, you can add the state column and filter by state. 

1.

 Right-click in the columns header of the shared steps manager. 

A drop-down list of fields is displayed. 

2.

 To select the state field, choose State from the list of fields. Choose outside the drop- down list to close it and to add
the field to the columns. 

3.

 To add a filter to the column to hide the closed shared steps, choose the drop-down arrow in the column header. Select
Active to show only the active shared steps. Reference: How to: Change the State of Shared Steps to Closed 

 

QUESTION 4

You are using Microsoft Test Manager (MTM). You are using the Microsoft Solution Framework (MSF) for Agile
Software Development process template. 

You plan to retest any test cases that have active bugs. 

You need to review the requirements associated with the test cases prior to running the tests. 

What should you do? 

A. Create a query-based suite in MTM to select the matching test cases. Open each test case and validate the
requirement on the Tested User Stories tab. 

B. Use a work item query in Excel to list test cases and their associated requirements details. 

C. Create a direct links query in MTM to select the matching test cases. Open each test case and validate the
requirement on the Tested User Stories tab. 

D. In the Test tab in MTM, filter the test cases that have associated bugs. Open each test case and validate the
requirement on the Tested User Stories tab. 

Correct Answer: C 
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Determine which tasks your team must complete to implement a feature. A team lead creates a direct links query to list
all incomplete tasks for each feature. 

 

QUESTION 5

You are using Microsoft Test Manager (MTM). You have created some shared steps for a recurring test sequence. 

You plan to use these shared steps with fast-forward playback in multiple test cases. 

You need to create an action recording for the shared steps. 

What are two possible ways to accomplish this goal? (Each correct answer presents a complete solution. Choose two.) 

A. Include the shared steps work item in the test case. Start running the test case with action recordings enabled. When
the shared steps are reached, select Start and record. 

B. Include the shared steps work item in the test case. Right-click the shared steps and click Create action recording. 

C. Open the shared steps work item in Shared Steps Manager and select the tab for Create action recording. 

D. From the Shared Steps Manager, select the shared steps work item and click Create action recording. 

Correct Answer: AD 

* You can create an action recording for shared steps in two ways: 

In Test Runner while you are running a test that includes shared steps. In Microsoft Test Manager while you organize
and manage your shared steps. 

A (not B) : Record an Action Recording on a Shared Step Set in Test Runner First you must load a test that contains
shared steps for which you want to create an action recording into Test Runner. 

1.

 Upon loading a test from Microsoft Test Manager into Test Runner, you are prompted to Start Test with the option
Create action recording. SelectCreate action recording and choose Start Test. 

2.

 Perform the steps of the test case and mark each step with a result. 

3.

 When you reach the shared steps, choose the down-arrow next to the shared steps icon and select Start and record.
Etc 

D (not C): Creating an Action Recording for Shared Steps in Microsoft Test Manager You can create an action recording
for a shared step in Microsoft Test Manager that will automatically run when the shared step is included in test cases. 

To create an action recording for shared steps in Microsoft Test Manager 

1.

 Open Microsoft Test Manager. 
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2.

 On the center group switcher, choose the down-arrow and then choose Testing Center. 

3.

 On the center group menu bar, choose Organize. 

4.

 On the menu, choose Shared Steps Manager. 

5.

 In the list of shared step, choose the row for the shared step for which you want to create an ac- tion recording. 

6.

 Choose Create action recording. 

Reference: How to: Create an Action Recording for Shared Steps 
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